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A B S T R A C T

Financial services organisations facilitate the movement of money worldwide, and keep records of their clients’
identity and financial behaviour. As such, they have been enlisted by governments worldwide to assist with the
detection and prevention of money laundering, which is a key tool in the fight to reduce crime and create sus-
tainable economic development, corresponding to Goal 16 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
In this paper, we investigate how the technical and contextual affordances of machine learning algorithms may
enable these organisations to accomplish that task. We find that, due to the unavailability of high-quality, large
training datasets regarding money laundering methods, there is limited scope for using supervised machine learn-
ing. Conversely, it is possible to use reinforced machine learning and, to an extent, unsupervised learning, al-
though only to model unusual financial behaviour, not actual money laundering.

1. Introduction

In 2015, the United Nations General Assembly set out a global
agenda for sustainable development consisting of 17 goals which are
globally referred to as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Each
individual goal is concerned with a particular social, economic or en-
vironmental issue, ranging from poverty elimination (Goal 1) to the
strengthening of global partnerships (Goal 17) (U.N., 2019). Together,
the goals constitute an ambitious development agenda (Economist,
2015), which will require the concerted efforts of governments and pri-
vate institutions across the world (Madsbjerg, 2017), and across all
goals, in the period leading up to the year 2030.

Given that economic development is negatively correlated with
crime (Donfouet, Jeanty, & Malin, 2018), one of the SDGs is specif-
ically concerned with fighting crime. Namely, as part of Goal 16, the
U.N. has set out a range of targets aimed at reducing criminal activity
around the world, such as significantly reducing all forms of violence,
ending trafficking, promoting the rule of law and combating organised
crime (U.N., 2019). Crime reduction is an essential step in paving the
way for sustainable development, because doing so will support the cre-
ation of stable societies, enhance effective governance and promote peo-
ples’ well-being (UNODC, 2019).

Money is a key motivator for those engaging in illegal activities
(Byrne, 2011). Human trafficking, for instance, generates an estimated
U.S.$150.2 billion per year for criminal organisations, through activ-
ities such as forced labour, sexual exploitation and organ harvesting

(FATF, 2018). Money is also needed to plan and execute criminal op-
erations. In the case of human trafficking, money is needed to move the
victims across locations; to run the places and operations where those
human beings are exploited; and to bribe the various intermediaries that
assist or, at least, condone this criminal activity. Given the strong link
between money and crime, most governments pursue initiatives to cur-
tail the movement of money to and from criminal organisations, in an
attempt to reduce the criminals’ incentive and their ability to engage in
illicit behaviour (Ball et al., 2015). These programmes are generally
referred to as anti-money laundering and terrorism financing initiatives,
or AML programmes for short. The importance of AML programmes in
the global fight against crime is such that several Heads of State have
joined the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (known as
the FATF), with the purpose of sharing intelligence on money laundering
and terrorism financing techniques, and setting out measures to combat
this activity (FATF, 2019).

Since its inception, the FATF has advocated the use of technology
to profile and detect money laundering and terrorism financing activ-
ity. Financial transactions (other than direct cash payments) leave elec-
tronic traces, and these can be processed and analysed in order to de-
velop insight about the financial behaviours of those engaging in il-
licit activity, or even to prove criminal association (De Goede, 2012).
Hence, it is no surprise that technological solutions such as big data
analytics, natural language processing or distributed ledger technology
have been touted as an essential component of money laundering de-
tection (e.g. Grint, O’Driscoll, & Paton, 2017, chap. 54). In partic
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ular, there is a growing interest in exploring the potential of artificial
intelligence (AI) and, specifically, machine learning in supporting AML
programmes (Kaminski & Schonert, 2018) and, thus, the global fight
against crime. Advocates highlight machine learning’s ability to handle
large volumes of data, both structured and unstructured, and its poten-
tial to discover the patterns of financial behaviour adopted by those en-
gaging in illicit activity (e.g. Banwo, 2018; Fernandez, 2019). Ma-
chine learning can also assist in analysing user-generated online content,
such as Twitter conversations or YouTube videos, using sentiment analy-
sis techniques, to identify supporters of terrorist groups, affiliation with
extremist views or even plans to commit criminal activity (Ahmad, As-
ghar, Alotaibi, & Awan, 2019; Azizan & Aziz, 2017; Cunliffe &
Curini, 2018; García-Retuerta, Bartolomé, Chamoso, & Corchado,
2019).

However, the industry remains cautious, and the use of these tech-
nologies is, so far, more experimental than systematic (Zimiles &
Mueller, 2019). AI and machine learning are seen as costly techno-
logical solutions whose benefits remain unproven, as far as AML pro-
grammes are concerned (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54). Moreover,
there is a lack of expertise in understanding and operating AI and ma-
chine learning (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54), which, associated with
the lack of transparency of the algorithms underpinning them (Cros-
man, 2019), creates risks for the organisations relying on them for
AML, as well as for the individuals whose financial behaviours are being
probed.

In order to reconcile these two opposing views regarding the poten-
tial of machine learning technology for crime reduction, via its inclusion
in AML programmes, this research investigates the following research
question: To what extent can machine learning algorithms be leveraged to
assist with the detection and prevention of money laundering and terrorism
financing?

To pursue this goal, we adopt a socio-technical perspective which
explicitly accounts for the technical features of information systems, as
well as the social context within which such systems are developed and
used (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015; Markus & Topi, 2015). By doing so,
we can move beyond a discussion of the potential of machine learning
for AML programmes, and start unpacking the variety of technological
and social factors, such as the ‘arguments, decisions, uncertainties and the
processual nature of decision making’ (Bowker & Star, 1999, p. 135),
which may support or hinder the performance of the machine learning
solution. Specifically, we use the theory of affordances to identify the
technical features of an approach to AML powered by machine learn-
ing, as well as the social behaviours impacting on the solution’s use, and
how the two condition each other.

The issues and concerns being expressed in relation to the use of
machine learning for financial crime detection mirror those expressed
in terms of using this technology more generally. For instance, many
senior managers are concerned with their organisations’ lack of exper-
tise in handling big data (Merendino et al., 2018), while numerous
companies are delaying adoption of AI because they are unsure about
how it can help their firms (Bughin, Chui, & McCarthy, 2017). Like-
wise, there is growing awareness of the risks of AI for individuals, or-
ganisations and society (Cheatham, Javanmardian, & Samandari,
2019), including rising evidence about the negative impacts of algo-
rithmic decision-making for organisations and individuals (see Newell
& Marabelli, 2015). Hence, the findings from our study are relevant
beyond the specific context of the U.N.’s SDGs; they talk to the issues
at the heart of today’s surveillance society (Zuboff, 2015). The ubiq-
uity of algorithms, and the scale and scope of their impact in everyday
life, have led Diakopoulos (2014, chap. 33) to describe them as ‘the
new power brokers in society’ (p. 2), and to urge researchers to inves-
tigate the sources and ‘contours of that power’ (p. 29). This paper ad-
dresses Diakopoulos (2014, chap. 33), Constantiou and Kallinikos
(2015) and others’ calls for research, by investigating how the algo

rithms used in money laundering detection are developed and used to
sort and classify financial transactions, and the scope for using machine
learning algorithms for that end.

The paper is organised as follows. The next section provides a brief
overview of the central role of transaction data and profiling technology
in the fight against crime, and the challenges of modelling money laun-
dering behaviour. This is followed by an exposition of the theory guiding
this research – the theory of affordances – and its application to AI and
machine learning. Subsequently, the details of the approach adopted in
our empirical investigation are presented, and this is followed by the
empirical findings. After discussing the findings, we reflect on the con-
tributions of our paper to theory and practice, as well as areas for fur-
ther research.

2. The role of financial profiling in the international fight against
crime

Given the central role of money in enabling and even motivating
criminal activity (Byrne, 2011), initiatives that hinder the movement of
money to and from those individuals engaging in illicit activity are seen
as one of the key tools in the international fight against crime (Ball et
al., 2015). Financial services organisations are the main point of entry
of cash in the financial system, as well as major facilitators of the move-
ment of money globally. Moreover, the movement of cash through the fi-
nancial system generates records, which can be analysed to understand,
prove or even anticipate how money is used or how it was generated (De
Goede, 2012). Therefore, governments worldwide have passed legisla-
tion ordering financial service providers to analyse how their customers
are using the firms’ financial products and services, in order to develop
intelligence which can assist with crime reduction (Ball et al., 2015).

Developing intelligence about money laundering is a challenge, how-
ever, because of the nature of the phenomenon being modelled. Strictly
speaking, money laundering does not correspond to one specific behav-
iour; rather, it can relate to any type of predicate crime, from small-scale
tax evasion to the trafficking of weapons of mass destruction. It also in-
cludes the case where the money has a legitimate origin (e.g. a salary),
but it is used to fund criminal activity (Kaufmann, 2002, chap. 10),
as in the case of charitable donations to organisations that support ter-
rorism.

The money launderer may also commit several crimes simultane-
ously. For instance, human traffickers also commit bribery and tax eva-
sion (FATF, 2018). Moreover, money laundering may involve a vary-
ing number of actors, from sole traders to highly sophisticated organ-
ised crime groups with their own financial director (Bell, 2002). That
is, unlike other decision-making scenarios where knowledge-based sys-
tems are modelling a specific behaviour with well-defined boundaries
and participants, AML modelling systems need to account for a very
broad phenomenon, with many possible behavioural manifestations and
combinations of actors.

Not only is it difficult to develop money laundering models, but it is
also very difficult to test their performance. The predicted outputs pro-
duced by the model would need to be compared with confirmed cases
of money laundering in order to fine-tune the model and to improve its
accuracy (Zimiles & Mueller, 2019). However, it takes a long time
(many months, possibly years) for a suspected case of money laundering
flagged by a financial services provider to be formally investigated by
law enforcement and, eventually, convicted.

Moreover, money launderers change their modes of operation fre-
quently. For instance, the closure of national borders and the restric-
tion of movement caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is leading to a
decrease in the street sale of drugs, and a turn to online sales coupled
with courier or mail delivery (Coyne, 2020). Criminals are also likely
to take advantage of new financial products or trading strategies, such
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as using mobile payments (Whisker & Lokanan, 2019) or virtual cur-
rencies (Vandezande, 2017).

Therefore, any evidence which may be available to guide modelling
gets outdated very quickly. That is, in the case of AML profiling, fi-
nancial services providers are mostly engaging in speculative modelling
(Kunreuther, 2002).

The third challenge faced by financial services providers concerns
the volume and type of data to be analysed. The typical financial or-
ganisation will produce, daily, a large volume of transaction records, in
addition to structured and unstructured data produced by the organisa-
tion’s many customer touch points – from login data, to biometric infor-
mation or chatbot conversations (Fernandez, 2019). AML efforts, thus,
require that financial services organisations invest in powerful technical
systems to help them process and make sense of such data. In the UK
alone, firms invest around £5 billion a year in customer profiling and
transaction monitoring technology to assist in AML efforts, according to
the latest estimates by the regulator (Arnold, 2018), although there are
suggestions that the cost of investing in AML technology, plus the oper-
ational costs of AML compliance, outweigh any related benefits, such as
improved processes or customer insight (Balani, 2019).

AML systems not only need to be powerful, but they also need to
meet other criteria such as stringent data security, customer privacy
and identity verification requirements (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54).
Moreover, by law, financial service providers must always be able to
prove that the technologies that they use do not unfairly discriminate
against certain customers (Crosman, 2019). These requirements mean
that financial services organisations are wary of adopting technologies
where they lack complete control over use of customer data, or whose
workings they do not fully understand, as in the case of black-box type
of algorithms. That is, while the AML area seems ripe for machine learn-
ing deployment, and some industry players are investing in this technol-
ogy (Zimiles & Mueller, 2019), there are also various organisational
and technical barriers to consider. To research these technical and or-
ganisational factors, we draw on the theory of affordances, as outlined
next.

3. Theoretical background

The value of machine learning in AML comes not from what the tech-
nology is, but from what it enables users to do. Hence, in order to inves-
tigate the research question previously presented, we need a lens that
accounts for both the technical and the social dimensions, such as the
theory of affordances.

The theory of affordances originates from direct perception psychol-
ogy (namely Gibson, 1979), and studies how the real and perceived
characteristics of artefacts condition their use. One of its fields of ap-
plication is the study of perceptions and use of information technology
in organisations (e.g. Leonardi, 2013; Volkoff & Strong, 2013), and
the effect of such usage in those organisations (e.g. Markus & Silver,
2008; Sebastian & Bui, 2012).

The term affordance refers to the patterns of user behaviour made
possible by the properties of an artefact, used in a particular setting. For
example, the realisation of the affordance ‘surfing the web’ results from
the interaction between the properties of a web browser and the charac-
teristics of the user (De Moor, 2002). The functional and relational as-
pects of the artefact are preconditions for activity (Greeno, 1994). That
is, they create possibilities for action (Leonardi, 2011). For instance, a
switch connected by a wire to a power source enables actors to turn the
electricity on and off. The characteristics of the artefact also constrain
action (Hutchby, 2001). Staying with the switch example, if the switch
is positioned very high on a wall, it limits the ability to be switched off
by small persons, such as young children.

In order for these possibilities for action – the real affordances – to
be realised, the actor (e.g. an organisation’s employee, team or unit)

needs to recognise the affordance (Davern, Shaft, & Te’eni, 2012a,
2012b) and enact it. For instance, for the connectivity characteristic of
a web browser to enable an internet user to access information on a re-
mote server, the user needs to understand what the browser is for and
how to use it.

The actor may recognise the affordance by virtue of the features of
the artefact – for instance, the presence of “on” and “off” labels on the
switch. In addition, the recognition of affordances is conditioned by the
organisational systems in which the artefact is deployed. For example,
Leonardi (2013) reported how employees from different departments
in one organisation used a training simulation software in markedly dif-
ferent ways. Contextual features which may impact on the recognition
of the affordance include the organisational and environmental struc-
tures and demands; attitudes and perceptions towards the artefact; the
level of effort required from the actor; the actors’ skill, ability and un-
derstanding; and the actors’ ultimate goal (Bernhard, Recker, & Bur-
ton-Jones, 2013; Volkoff & Strong, 2013).

Affordances are relational – that is, the realisation of an affordance
is both technology- and actor-specific (Strong et al., 2014). There-
fore, their study requires the investigation of the technical features of
the artefact, the social features related to the user and how the two im-
pact on each other (Volkoff & Strong, 2013; Zammuto, Griffith, Ma-
jchrzak, Dougherty, & Faraj, 2007), In this way, the theory of affor-
dances rejects the notion of either a technological or an organisational
imperative (Zammuto et al., 2007), and focuses, instead, on the itera-
tion between the two (Leonardi, 2013; Strong et al., 2014).

3.1. The affordances of AI and machine learning

Artificial intelligence is an assemblage of technological components
which collect, process and act on data in ways that simulate human
intelligence (Canhoto & Clear, 2020). AI can handle large volumes
of data, including unstructured inputs such as images or speech, which
makes it extremely relevant – or even essential – in the age of Big Data
(Kietzmann, Paschen, & Treen, 2018).

The core component of an AI solution is the machine learning al-
gorithm, which processes the data inputs (Skiena, 2012). What distin-
guishes machine learning from classical programming is that, in the for-
mer, the goal of the computational procedure is to find patterns in the
data set, i.e. the rules that link the inputs to the outputs. In contrast, in
classical programming, the rules are developed a priori, and the goal of
the computational procedure is to apply those rules to input data, in or-
der to produce an output.

There are various types of machine learning, each applicable to a dif-
ferent type of problem. Supervised machine learning is indicated for sit-
uations whereby there are known inputs and known outputs – such as
patterns of cell variations vs. stages of cancer (Tucker, 2018). The an-
alyst gives the computer training datasets, with data labelled as either
input or output. The function of the algorithm is to learn the patterns
that connect the inputs to the outputs, and to develop rules to be ap-
plied to future instances of the same problem. The opposite approach is
unsupervised machine learning, which is indicated for data sets where
it is not known which data points refer to inputs and which ones re-
fer to outputs – for instance, a basket of items frequently bought to-
gether. The analyst gives the computer a training dataset with no la-
bels. The algorithm’s task is to find the best way of grouping the data
points, and to develop rules for how they may be related. An interme-
diate approach, reinforced machine learning, should be applied to prob-
lems where certain courses of actions produce better results than others
– for instance, playing a game (Mnih et al., 2013). The analyst gives
the computer a dataset plus a goal, as well as rewards (or penalties) for
the actions that it takes. The algorithm’s task is to find the best com-
bination of actions to attain that goal. To achieve that, the algorithm
sorts through possible combinations of data, and analyses the rewards
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for different combinations, to find the patterns that maximise the overall
goal.

The choice of type of algorithm to use should be based on fit with
type of problem (Skiena, 2012). However, in practice, the choice is of-
ten determined by pragmatic reasons, such as the analyst’s skills, com-
patibility between programming languages (Calvard, 2016) or process-
ing power available (Agarwal, 2014).

Data are integral to the development of machine learning algorithms
and, hence, to the system’s performance. Without data, algorithms have
been described as mathematical fiction (Constantiou & Kallinikos,
2015). Depending on the technical characteristics of the system, this
may be only structured data (namely numeric data), or also include un-
structured data such as images or voice (Paschen, Pitt, & Kietzmann,
2020).

Datasets may be collated from historical databases, such as shipping
addresses or the type of IP connection used (O’Hear, 2016); real time
data, collected via physical sensors or online tracking; or knowledge
data, such as whether previous product recommendations were accepted
or rejected. Moreover, data can be sourced internally or externally.

The choice of which type of data to use, or how much data, is of-
ten constrained by the need for compatibility between the different el-
ements of the AI solution. Standardisation increases the ability to use
multiple data sources, but also reduces the system’s flexibility and lim-
its its contextual richness (Alaimo & Kallinikos, 2017). Another im-
portant issue concerns the quality of the training data set, namely how
the data were collected, their recency and whether they are represen-
tative of the population at large (Hudson, 2017). This problem is par-
ticularly relevant in the case of external data, when firms are unable to
access and assess the underlying assumptions and data sources (Khan,
Gadalla, Mitchell-Keller, & Goldberg, 2016).

Once data have been processed through the machine learning algo-
rithm, the system produces an output, which may vary in terms of type
and autonomy from human intervention (Canhoto & Clear, 2020).
The examples of machine learning that tend to be featured in the me-
dia are those where the system has autonomy to act on the basis of
the results of the computational process – such as steering a car with-
out human intervention (Goodall, 2016). However, the system’s out-
put could be something as simple as a score, with no performative value
until an analyst acts on it (e.g. Elkins, Dunbar, Adame, & Nuna-
maker, 2013). The output can also be re-entered into the training data
set, to further the algorithm’s development. For instance, AlphaGo Zero

has mastered the board game Go by playing against itself over and
over again (Silver et al., 2017). This means that machine learn-
ing algorithms have the capacity to learn over time, and to adapt to
changes in the environment (Russell & Norvig, 2016). However, it also
means that machine learning can create self-reinforcing feedback loops,
quickly becoming so complex that analysis can no longer explain how
they work. An example was Facebook’s AI negotiation bots, which
developed their own, incomprehensible-to-humans, language (Lewis,
Yarats, Dauphin, Parikh, & Batra, 2017). Self-reinforcing loops can
also spread biases and mistakes. For example, AI-powered bots that au-
tomatically aggregate news feeds’ content can spread unverified infor-
mation and rumours (Ferrara, Varol, Davis, Menczer, & Flammini,
2014), while automatic trading algorithms have been blamed for cre-
ating flash crashes in the U.S. stock market (Varol, Ferrara, Davis,
Menczer, & Flammini, 2017). This problem is particularly relevant in
the case of predictive analytics, where analysts are unable to assess the
quality of the output prior to implementation and scaling (Mittelstadt,
Allo, Taddeo, Wachter, & Floridi, 2016).

AI and machine learning can be deployed to perform mechanical, an-
alytical, intuitive or even empathetic tasks, although, given the current
state of development of the technology, they are better suited for the
former than the latter ones (Huang & Rust, 2018).

In summary (Fig. 1), the potential of machine learning to be used
in different scenarios is shaped by technical features such as its abil-
ity to learn patterns in data, process various types of data and act au-
tonomously. Moreover, it is shaped by contextual features such as the
type of problem to which it is applied, the analyst’s skills, system com-
patibility, processing power, variability of data, quality of the data set,
acceptability of the output, comprehensibility, risk of unchecked biases
and mistakes and the nature of the task.

Defendants of machine learning use in AML highlight the potential of
this technology to discover novel patterns in financial transaction data,
and to do so in a cost-effective manner (e.g. Fernandez, 2019). How-
ever, whether that potential is realised or not depends entirely on the
interplay between the technical and contextual features of AML pro-
grammes. We investigated this problem empirically, as described next.

4. Research design

Given the relational and dynamic nature of affordances, they are
best studied via qualitative methods (Bernhard et al., 2013). The ex-
planatory case study methodology is particularly well suited for affor

Fig 1. The link between machine learning’s features, context and affordances.
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dances’ research (Leonardi, 2013), as it enables researchers to identify
the genesis of change, in context (Dubé and Paré, 2003). Case study
methodology is also indicated to study the development of algorithms,
to eliminate the possible effects of spurious correlations which can mask
which variables are used, how and why (O'Neil & Schutt, 2013).

Negotiating access for this type of study is extremely difficult. First,
the development and use of algorithms is usually shrouded in secrecy
(Beer & Burrows, 2013), with most analysis of algorithmic decision
making relying on reverse engineering of algorithms (O'Neil & Schutt,
2013). It is particularly difficult to get access to financial services organ-
isations, due to the secretive nature of this sector and particularly since
the banking crisis of 2009 (Canhoto et al., 2017). Moreover, the sub-
ject matter of this research (money laundering detection) is deemed by
many financial services organisations to be highly sensitive: financial in-
stitutions are very reluctant to discuss their approach to money launder-
ing and terrorism financing detection for legal, strategic and operational
reasons (Ball et al., 2015). For all these reasons, we used a single, em-
bedded case study.

The focus on a single organisation, while limiting in terms of vari-
ability of observations and generalisability of the findings, offers a rich
and holistic perspective (Creswell, 2003) that is very much needed
in this under-researched problem area. Moreover, the use of multiple
sources of data and of types of evidence in the case study offers a depth
of insight into thinking and doing processes not available when using
other, mono-data collection instrument approaches (Woodside, 2010).

The unit of analysis was a UK-based financial services organisation,
to be referred to as BANK. BANK is part of one of UK's largest financial
services groups. Its largest business unit is retail banking, contributing to
over three-quarters of the group’s profit. The retail business includes the
provision of current accounts, savings, personal loans and mortgage ser-
vices, long term investment products and credit cards, among others. In
line with the framework articulated in the previous section, data collec-
tion had two foci: the technical features (the algorithms and data used,
and the type of outputs developed) and the contextual features (the type
of problem, skills, etc…) of money laundering profile development at
BANK. The data collected is summarised in Table 1. All interviews were
recorded and transcribed, while contemporaneous notes were taken dur-
ing the observations.

The data collected were first analysed according to the data collec-
tion instrument (e.g. electronic documents), and then across methods
(e.g. interview with vs. observation of system administrator). This ap-
proach helped to recognise converging findings, and increased the ro-
bustness of the analysis (Jick, 1979). The coding process followed the
approach outlined in Miles and Huberman (1994), whereby an initial
list of codes was developed based on the theoretical categories depicted
in Fig. 1, and applied deductively to the data. This list was, subse

Table 1
Empirical material collected.

Instrument Data collected

Documents
(including electronic
files)

• Data file descriptions
• Queries used
• Suspicious transactions dashboard
• Intranet
• Marketing and training materials from the system’s

provider
• Internal guidance documents
• Meeting notes

Interviews • Managers: 5
• Systems administrator: 4
• Analysts and other staff: 11

Observations • Systems administrator: 2 × 1-hour sessions
• Analysts: 6 × 1-hour sessions

quently, augmented with codes emerging inductively during the
hermeneutic process of data analysis. Finally, a detailed case history was
developed and presented to the research participants, to confirm the ac-
curacy of the findings.

5. Findings

Like other financial institutions in the UK, BANK needs to analyse
the records of financial transactions of its customers, in order to identify
those that might be linked to underlying criminal activity. The regulator
does not provide financial service providers with models for querying
the database, so it is up to BANK to develop its own.

An important factor to consider is that the financial transactions are
not, usually, illegal. Indeed, unless the client is defrauding BANK, the
transactions themselves are legitimate, and part of the normal business
of a financial services organisation. That is, what BANK is actually trying
to achieve with AML profiling is to identify the patterns of behaviours
followed uniquely by customers that are attempting to disguise the ille-
gal source or illegal intended use of their money:

‘We are trying to find out, first of all, a very basic profile… For
instance, a finding may be that a customer aged between 25 and
40 years old is twice as likely to be [involved in criminal activity than]
the entire customer base.’ (Interview, Systems manager)

The favoured approach to develop algorithms for AML detection is
by drawing on factual information provided by law enforcement agen-
cies regarding confirmed cases of criminal activity. For instance, when
prosecutors secure a conviction, some information is made public about
the convicted person(s)’s characteristics and financial behaviour. Hence,
BANK has access to historical data about confirmed pairings between
a specific crime and pattern of transactions. This information is valued
by BANK because it provides confirmed inputs (the person’s characteris-
tics and behaviours) and confirmed outputs (what crimes the person was
convicted of). It is, therefore, amenable to analysis through supervised
learning (Fig. 2a). For instance, confirmed reports that a number of ter-
rorist financers had lived in a particular geographical area and been in-
volved in a specific type of business activity led BANK to investigate the
transaction patterns of that type of business account:

‘There is an area (…) with two particular postcodes in which there are
lots of [particular type of business mentioned in conviction reports].
One piece of intelligence that we had was that the only two people
who were ever convicted for being members of al-Qaida, in the UK,
were actually from that area. We know that area and a lot of these
[businesses] (…) We can look at the customers who live in that area.’
(Interview, Head of FI team)

However, this type of data is limited in both number and value. In
number, because, due to legal and operational constraints, not all de-
tails of the convictions are released. Moreover, there is usually a gap of
many months – and, often, several years – between the criminal activ-
ity, its conviction and the subsequent release of information. Therefore,
the training data set is very small. In value, because the information
that is made available, by its nature, deals with specific events and, of-
ten, unique behaviours. In the case mentioned, the information related
to the source of funding of a particular international terrorist organisa-
tion associated with al-Qaida. Other terrorist organisations are known to
use different sources of funding, such as trafficking or gambling. More-
over, following the conviction mentioned by this interviewee, there was
a change in the law that curbed the activities of the type of business
mentioned in the reports; and, therefore, limiting terrorist organisations’
ability to be funded this way. Finally, while BANK had customers with
the characteristics mentioned, this is not always the case. Hence, the
training data are not always relevant.

The second favoured approach to develop money laundering detec-
tion algorithms at BANK is based on Court Production Orders (CPOs).
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Fig 2. The application of machine learning to AML profiling.

CPOs are mechanisms used by the court to gain access to specific infor-
mation about someone who is being investigated for suspected criminal
activity. The court contacts financial institutions where the suspect has
accounts, asking for their transaction history:

‘We are asked to provide a lot of witness statements. We often get pro-
duction orders (…). Our action there is reactive.’ (Interview, Head
of FI team)

Following the receipt of a CPO, BANK investigates the pattern of fi-
nancial transactions for the account(s) flagged (Fig. 2b):

‘I told them about the scam and the referral we had. When we inves-
tigated, it was a garage, and the only thing that was happening was
money coming into the account from [country x], and then going out.
But there was nothing else: no salary payments, no bills… (…) We
later learned that it was all stolen vehicles that went to [country x]
and other countries that [drive on] the left.’ (Interview, Trainer)

The advantages of CPOs are that they are more frequent and timelier
than convictions, which increases their value as training datasets. How-
ever, BANK does not know what crime the customers are being investi-
gated for, or even whether they will end up being convicted. Therefore,
there is a low level of certainty that any particular pattern identified cor-
responds to actual criminal activity, or which crime, which limits their
value as training datasets.

The third approach used by BANK consists of looking for variations
in the financial behaviour of particular types of customers, which is suit-
able for unsupervised learning. For instance, BANK used this technique
to analyse the financial behaviour of business accounts associated with a
particular type of trade suspected of engaging in tax evasion. The analy-
sis identified two clusters of accounts with distinct behavioural patterns
in terms of cash deposits – one cluster, with a large number of accounts,
where traders usually deposited round amounts (e.g. £1,230); and an-
other cluster, with a small number of accounts, where traders tended
to deposit exact amounts (e.g. £1,237.50). These clusters were, subse-
quently, subjected to further probing by the analysts, to identify those
customers that might be deliberately attempting to avoid paying tax
(Fig. 2c):

“Normal behaviour dictates that [these customers] only deposit ex-
act amounts. Is it possible that, therefore, the money launderer might
leave it at the exact pounds and pence? Should we be targeting the
unusual end instances?” (Interview, Systems manager)

This kind of analysis is fairly frequent at BANK. Because it focuses
on a large number of accounts and current behaviours, this approach

avoids the problems of small and dated training data sets that charac-
terise the two approaches previously discussed (Fig. 2a and 2b). More-
over, by alternating the focus of analysis – such as particular types of
business activities (e.g. certain types of trade), particular types of cus-
tomers (e.g. who might be vulnerable to identity fraud), particular types
of accounts (e.g. dormant accounts) or particular types of transactions
(e.g. international transfers) – it allows the organisations to develop in-
sight about the usual patterns of behaviour of those types of account
holders or products.

However, this approach assumes customers engaging in legitimate
behaviour have markedly different financial behaviours from those han-
dling the proceeds of crime. It also assumes that the majority of BANK’s
customers in any given category of analysis are not criminals. Moreover,
the analysis of the outliers relies on speculation about the reasons un-
derpinning the observed behaviours.

Another problem faced by BANK when using this approach is that,
due to limited processing power, BANK can only run a specified number
of queries at any one time. Hence, when the team wants to investigate
a new type of behaviour (e.g. deposits in accounts held by traders), the
systems manager needs to switch off one of the other queries in use (e.g.
international transfers).

The final type of approach uses a combination of pattern analysis
of a dataset, and criteria matching, to identify accounts with suspicious
patterns of financial transactions. It is the approach used for routine
analysis of financial transactions, and it is suitable for application of re-
inforced learning techniques. Every day, BANK uses this algorithm to
analyse the transactions occurred in a given period, giving more weight
to those that match known money laundering methods (e.g. depositing
large quantities of cash, or quickly defunding an account), and/or that
violate rules about the normal use of a given product and/or the ex-
pected behaviour for a type of customer. The output is a set of transac-
tions that are deemed to follow an unusual pattern, and that are flagged
for further investigation by the analysts (Fig. 2d):

‘This rule targets [accounts] that have a total of cash deposits between
[£X] and [£Y] over a [specific] period. And it is round figures, specif-
ically. (Interview, Systems manager)

As with the previous approach (Fig. 2c), this one applies to a large
number of accounts, rather than relying on small and dated training
data sets (as in Fig. 2a and b). Another advantage of this approach
is that can be adjusted to reflect BANK’s evolving knowledge about
its customers and money laundering methods, which is reviewed every
week by the financial intelligence team. For instance, the discovery of a
money laundering scheme linked to caravan parks led BANK to create a
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filter for type of accommodation; while another filter that gave more
weight to personal accounts without a known residential phone number
was dropped when it became clear that more and more customers did
not have fixed phones in their houses.

However, this approach is not focused on known criminal behaviour
(unlike the approaches depicted in Fig. 2a and b), or on accounts with
high likelihood of being linked to criminal activity (unlike the approach
depicted in Fig. 2c). Rather, it flags a number of accounts that may have
unusual – rather than suspicious – transaction patterns, and which need
to be further investigated, manually, by the analysts team. This investi-
gation, like the approach depicted in Fig. 2c, relies on speculation by
the analysts about the legitimacy of the behaviours observed. In turn,
the need for the results to be filtered by analysts creates another chal-
lenge: queries that produce large amounts of flags undermine the unit’s
goal of staying within specific performance targets. So, the parameters
may be fine-tuned because of the need to limit the number of output
cases, rather than because of specific intelligence:

‘We wrote a rule that says “from our personal account customers, tell
us which accounts are receiving in excess of [£X] in a [N] day pe-
riod”. Initially, that prompted many cases, and over time, we brought
that figure down to cases between [£Y] and [£Z] over N days.’ (In-
terview, Analysts’ manager)

As with the third approach (Fig. 2c), due to limited processing
power, BANK needs to switch off an existing filter whenever it wants to
introduce a new one.

In addition to the specific technical and organisational challenges as-
sociated with the specific types of algorithms discussed above, there are
some generic issues that condition BANK’s ability to use machine learn-
ing in AML profiling.

In terms of input data, BANK can only use its own transaction data-
bases. Hence, it will always have a limited view of a customer’s finan-
cial behaviour. For instance, BANK may be aware that a customer has
accounts in another financial services organisation, but is unable to ac-
cess information about the transactions in those accounts. Moreover,
due to the system’s constraints, BANK only holds data for analysis for
a certain number of months. That is, any automated machine learning
exercise is done on records from the last X months of activity only (al-
though analysts can query older databases, manually). Furthermore, due
to compatibility issues, not all legacy systems can feed into the auto-
mated analysis system. One example is the mortgage database. Again,
analysts can query the mortgage database individually, but not as part
of an automated machine learning exercise. In addition, the system cur-
rently in place at BANK can only process numerical data and some types
of non-numerical data (e.g. postcodes). It is unable to process free-form
text fields, voice and other types of unstructured data:

‘We don’t carry details such as scratch pads, history names, notes
that customer advisors might use, telephone conversations… Although
some of the conversations could be useful, and we can’t run queries
on them. So, there is no use in having them into the system.’ (Inter-
view, Systems manager)

Additionally, collecting and keeping updated data on all customers is
a costly activity for BANK, and intrusive for the customer. Hence, BANK
does not collect and does not routinely update all types of data that the
analysts deem useful for AML profiling:

‘If you went into our branch to open a simple savings account and
deposit £500, and we cross-interrogated you about how much money
you expect to pass through this account, from where the funds are
coming from, what do you do for a living… They are going to say
“Hey, do you want my money as a savings account, or not?”’ (Inter-
view, Head of FI unit)

In summary, the type of evidence available to BANK as a training
data set, the type of data available for querying, the type of systems
in place and other resource constraints, mean that there are significant
practical limitations to using machine learning for automated discov-
ery of specific money laundering behaviour. Its main application poten-
tial seems to be in the case of speculative analysis of unusual behaviour
requiring subsequent manual investigation by analysts. Though, due to
system constraints, BANK needs to engage in focused discovery, keep-
ing in mind that the data set may not be as broad, as complete or as up
to date as desirable; and that the volume of output (i.e. flagged cases)
needs to be manageable within the target deadline.

6. Discussion

Machine learning’s ability to discover patterns in data, process vari-
ous types of data and act autonomously promises to enable financial in-
termediaries to detect money laundering activity in a cost-effective man-
ner (Fernandez, 2019). Through the use of multiple data collection
tools, we researched AML algorithm development at a UK-based finan-
cial services organisation. We found that, as far as this type of organisa-
tion is considered, the real affordance of machine learning for AML de-
tection falls short of the perceived one (e.g. Banwo, 2018. Fernandez,
2019). We also identified the technical and contextual features that con-
strained this organisation’s ability to tap into machine learning’s poten-
tial, as summarised in Table 2. Some of these constraints are specific
to this organisation, while others are common across the sector, as dis-
cussed next.

One of the key criteria in choosing between alternative approaches to
machine learning is the fit between the type of approach and the nature
of the phenomenon being modelled (Skiena, 2012). Our analysis shows
that, in AML profiling, there are, actually, two very distinct phenomena
being modelled, each requiring a different approach. One phenomenon
consists of developing knowledge about money laundering schemes, via
descriptive profiling; the other of detecting attempts to launder money,
via predictive profiling. While developing knowledge is an essential step
in understanding the nature of the phenomenon, ultimately, to meet the
goal of assisting with crime reduction, financial intermediaries need to
be able to detect and prevent attempts to launder the proceeds of crime
through their organisations (Ball et al., 2015).

In the empirical setting considered, the first type of profiling relies
on historical datasets, and produces descriptive outputs. Supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms seem best suited for this type of phenomenon.
In turn, the second phenomenon relies on real-time data and knowl-
edge, some of which may be derived from the first type of profiling.
It produces performative outputs – predictions of high-risk transactions,
which need to be investigated by analysts. Unsupervised and reinforced
machine learning algorithms fit the second type of phenomenon best.
That is, not only are the two types of profiling problem best suited to
different types of machine learning algorithm (as per Skiena, 2012),
but they also use very different inputs, and produce different types of
outputs.

Regardless of the type of profiling, financial service organisations
face the constraint that their perspective – and, hence, ability to model
– is limited to the financial transactions processed by the organisation.
While some customers may use only one financial services provider for
all of their banking needs, many – if not most – will use more than one
provider. Hence, any individual intermediary will only process a subset
of a customer’s financial transactions. Moreover, given that financial or-
ganisations do not share information about their customers with each
other, for both legal and strategic reasons, each organisation will always
have an incomplete dataset of the customer’s financial transactions. As
a result, they may fail to recognise the importance of a particular trans-
action, or, conversely, give undue importance to another.
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Table 2
Impact of technical and contextual constraints on affordance realisation.

Profiling type:

Knowledge
of ML
patterns

Detection of ML
attempts

Input • His-
toric
data

• Real time
data

• Knowl-
edge

Machine learning algorithm • Super-
vised

• Unsuper-
vised

• Reinforced
Output • De-

scrip-
tion

• Adds
to
knowl-
edge
data-
base

• Prediction
• Flagged

for manual
analysis

Constraints that impact all financial services
organisations in the UK

• Limited view of the cus-
tomer’s transactions

• Limited insight regarding
reasons for the observed
behaviour

• Cognitive restrictions
• Legal requirements
• Small

train-
ing
dataset

• Rele-
vant
train-
ing
dataset

• Unchecked
assump-
tions

• Unable to
test pre-
dictions

• Bias and
stereotyp-
ing

Constraints that may be specific to BANK • Unable to process unstruc-
tured data

• Compatibility with legacy
systems

• Access to old(er) data
records

• Limited
capacity to
analyse al-
gorithmic
outputs
manually

• Number of
queries
that can
run simul-
taneously

Financial service organisations also have limited insight regarding
the reasons underpinning the observed behaviours, because they can-
not always probe the customer about the reasons for the observed be-
haviour. This is particularly the case for online transactions, which
have become the norm for around three-quarters of the UK popula-
tion (Cherowbrier, 2019). The absence of such information, or doubts
about the veracity of the information provided, result in inferences,
which may be shaped by various cognitive restrictions (Desouza &
Hensgen, 2005), and which become crystallised in subsequent deci-
sion-making (Bowker & Star, 1999).

We also need to consider the legal requirement for explicability of
decision-making, and to prove that no customer has been unfairly dis-
criminated through the use of technology (Crosman, 2019). This is
particularly – though not exclusively – likely to occur in cases where
the AI system has autonomy to act, and when there are self-reinforcing
feedback loops (Canhoto & Clear, 2020), as well as when the algo-
rithm is used for prediction rather than description (Mittelstadt et al.,

2016). Based on the description of AML monitoring at BANK, this means
that supervised learning might be the least likely to breach these criteria,
because it is used for description not prediction, and there are no feed-
back loops. Generally, unsupervised learning is likely to have low ex-
plicability because it has the most potential to produce outputs that are
not comprehensible to humans (Lewis et al., 2017). This characteristic
puts the financial services organisation at risk of non-compliance with
the sector’s regulations. In turn, reinforced learning is the most likely to
lead to feedback loops, particularly if the rules have been derived from
previous unsupervised learning exercises.

Even where information about the reasons for the observed behav-
iour exists, the organisation may be unable to use it in algorithm de-
velopment. In BANK, this was the case for information stored in the
form of notes, recordings of conversations or other forms of unstructured
data. The type of data that BANK’s systems could process in practice was
much less varied than vast array of data typically mentioned in the AI
literature (e.g. Kietzmann et al., 2018). BANK was also unable to draw
on all databases due to compatibility issues, or to use data older than a
certain period due to system constraints. In theory of affordances’ ter-
minology, the realised affordance of AI is much narrower than its func-
tional affordance, which limits its value in AML. Though, this observa-
tion reflects the extant literature (e.g. Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54;
Zimiles & Mueller, 2019), this may not be the case in other financial
services organisations. Other providers may have access to systems that
can seamlessly integrate with more databases, and/or which can process
all types of structured and unstructured data.

In addition to these generic constraints, there are others that relate
to the particular type of profiling, or the approach, pursued. For descrip-
tive profiling, these challenges are mostly related with the availability of
high-quality, relevant training data in a timely manner. This is the case
not just in AML, but also for other contexts using inductive approaches
to model development (Staat, 1993). For instance, a similar problem
was observed in the use of machine learning to diagnose those infected
with the SARS-CoV-2 virus: even though this technology could poten-
tially read lung scans in a fraction of the time required by a radiolo-
gist, initially it lacked sufficient quality images of lungs confirmed to be
infected with this virus (vs. lung cancer, for instance) to form a useful
training dataset (Ray, 2020).

A related challenge concerns the relevance of the available data.
Criminals are constantly innovating their mechanisms of laundering
money, such as using mobile payments (Whisker & Lokanan, 2019) or
virtual currencies (Vandezande, 2017). Therefore, the limited training
datasets available may quickly lose relevance and applicability (Sloman
& Lagnado, 2005).

In the case of predictive profiling, the challenges are mostly related
to the quality of the underlying assumptions and the inability to test
prior to prior to scaling (Mittelstadt et al., 2016). The first key as-
sumption is that the majority of BANK’s customers are not engaged in
money laundering. While this may be true of the general population
(Zhang & Trubey, 2018), it may not be the case for individual organ-
isations, or for all types of predicate crime – for instance, tax evasion or
support for terrorist organisations may be very prevalent in certain geo-
graphical locations. The second dominant assumption is that the pattern
of transactions of customers engaging in money laundering is very dif-
ferent from that of the other customers. Given the dynamic and broad
nature of money laundering, this is not necessarily the case for all types
of predicate crime and/or customers. Both assumptions are difficult to
test, meaning that there are few, if any, opportunities to assess the qual-
ity of the models developed (Zimiles & Mueller, 2019).

Moreover, the analysis of outputs produced in the case of the pre-
dictive algorithms relies on deductive reasoning, whereby the analysts
try to reason about how someone who is trying to use the financial sys-
tem to launder money without being detected might use the various
products and channels at their disposable. This approach is liable to be
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affected by biases (Pazzani, 2000), stereotyping (Bouissac, 2003) and
other cognitive restrictions (Desouza & Hensgen, 2005).

These challenges are heightened by the fact that AML predictive
modelling actually focuses on unusual transaction patterns among a spe-
cific client base, rather than actual criminal behaviour. If financial or-
ganisations were to treat the accounts flagged by the predictive algo-
rithms as certain to be involved in money laundering, and reported
them all to law enforcement, it would cause extensive disruption to cus-
tomers, and could lead to customer complaints and possible financial
losses (Ball et al., 2015). Therefore, manual analysis is required, which
adds costs and delays to the process. In the case of BANK, the limited
availability of manual analysts to scrutinise the algorithmic outputs was
one of the key constraints shaping the use of AML predictive algorithms.
Other organisations may not experience this constraint, although evi-
dence from other institutions and even other sectors suggests that this is
a generalised problem. For instance, it is one of the reasons why online
providers such as YouTube or Facebook cannot completely prevent the
publication of pornographic or extremist materials on their platforms.

Another constraint that may be specific to BANK refers to the num-
ber of queries that can run at any one time. This had to do with a num-
ber of technological and organisational reasons, common to many other
organisations, such as the investment cycle in new technologies, or the
limited appetite to invest in what is seen, across the industry, as a risky
and costly solution (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54). While others have
observed similar limitations (e.g. Zimiles & Mueller, 2019), it is pos-
sible that other financial services organisations have access to systems
that can run more queries simultaneously than BANK, for instance by
using cloud services.

The issue of the cost of AI and machine learning technologies should
not be underestimated. Small intermediaries may not have enough AML
budget to buy sophisticated AI solutions, while large organisations op-
erating across multiple jurisdictions need standardised solutions that
few providers are able to offer (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54). Other
trade-offs to consider are whether to focus on processing speed, de-
gree of confidence in the result or learning curve (Cormen, Leiser-
son, Rivest, & Stein, 2001). Adopting new AI technology may also
require additional investment elsewhere in the organisation, such as
updating legacy database systems to make them compatible with the
new solution. Moreover, there are indirect costs to consider such as re-
cruiting staff with the necessary subject matter and technical expertise
(Merendino et al., 2018), or trying to retain dissatisfied customers
(Masciandaro & Filotto, 2001). That is, the calculation of the cost of
AI solutions, and therefore the calculation of this technology’s cost-ef-
fectiveness, is not straightforward. There are numerous trade-offs, and
direct and indirect costs, to consider.

7. Concluding comments

This paper set out to investigate if and how machine learning can
assist in money laundering detection and contribute to achieving goal
number 16 of the U.N.’s SDGs. This question is of interest to both
the scholar and the managerial communities (Kaminski & Schonert,
2018). However, there is a lack of empirical investigation regarding the
actual use of machine learning in AML, as well as regarding the process
of development of algorithms generally (O'Neil & Schutt, 2013). The
theoretical framing and subsequent empirical investigation focused on
AML monitoring by financial services organisations, given their role as
enablers of the movement of cash globally, the legal requirement that
they face to detect and prevent money laundering and the abundance of
transaction data that they traditionally hold.

Through our consideration of the characteristics of machine learn-
ing, and of the phenomenon of AML profiling, we conclude that there
are some opportunities for using machine learning to assist with iden-
tifying unusual transaction patterns, or even with suspicious behaviour

more generally. However, this potential is severely curtailed by the cur-
rent legal structures, the mechanisms for data sharing between law en-
forcement and financial services organisations and the relative high cost,
complexity and perceived risk of these solutions. Moreover, we did not
find any evidence of use of sentiment analysis of user generated online
content. Hence, we concur with Arslanian and Fischer (2019) view
that the potential for machine learning in AML is far behind that of other
applications and other industries (e.g. Castelli, Manzoni, & Popovič,
2016; Fosso Wamba et al., 2017).

7.1. Practical contributions

In terms of this study’s contribution regarding the contribution of
machine learning to support Goal 16 of the United Nation’s SDGs, we
showed that its value is very limited at the level of individual financial
services organisations. On the one hand, this is because of the nature of
the phenomenon being modelled, namely a multi-dimensional phenom-
enon, characterised by secretive and deceptive behaviours, and which is
constantly evolving (Whisker & Lokanan, 2019). On the other hand,
this is because of the specific position of financial services organisations
in the money laundering supply chain, the limited perspective that they
have on their customers’ transactions and the nature of the AML task
that they are asked to perform (i.e. prevent money laundering).

While financial services organisations may be essential enablers of
money laundering and, indirectly, criminal activity, their perspective is
limited to the transaction data for their own customers and their own in-
stitution. Money laundering often involves multiple individuals and in-
stitutions, possibly in multiple jurisdictions, and may take place over an
extended period of time. In particular, the type of transnational, organ-
ised crime mentioned in the U.N.’s SDG 16 may be difficult to detect via
routine AML monitoring by any individual financial services organisa-
tion. In some jurisdictions, such as Italy, AML monitoring is done at the
national level, rather than at the organisational level as is the case of the
UK. It is possible that machine learning would be effective for AML at
the national level, for either descriptive or predictive profiling, and fur-
ther research should consider this specific empirical scenario.

Moreover, financial services providers hold a large volume of data
about their customers’ identity and behaviour (Fernandez, 2019).
However, they lack timely, relevant and sufficient data about money
laundering behaviours with which to train machine learning algorithms.
As is the case with the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus, the key to unlocking
the processing power of machine learning is the training dataset (Ray,
2020). Without such datasets, the actual value of this technology falls
very much short of its potential, yet this aspect is largely absent from
the discussion about the application of machine learning in AML (e.g.
Kaminski & Schonert, 2018), or, indeed, other areas.

In summary, as far as individual financial services organisations are
concerned, the short-to-medium-term potential of machine learning for
AML has been somehow inflated in the commercial and technical lit-
erature, and will require the agreement of standardised approaches to
transaction monitoring (Grint et al., 2017, chap. 54).

7.2. Theoretical contributions

While this study focused on the specific case of AML, the findings are
relevant for other scenarios, and the study makes contributions to the
broader literature on algorithmic decision making and customer surveil-
lance, as discussed next.

The data-driven view of behavioural analysis and decision-making
tends to present the use of AI as means of reducing the influence of the
analyst on the process and, hence, bias by ‘letting the data speak for it
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self’ (Williams, 2006). However, as this study showed, there is human
influence at every step of the process: starting with the data that the
organisation decides to collect, after considering the trade-offs between
insight potential on the one hand, and collection costs or customer ir-
ritation on the other; to the evidence that is considered relevant when
developing the models; to the interpretation of the links between data
and the assumed underlying behaviour, or the fine-tuning of the mod-
els to cope with staff availability. Drawing on the speaking analogy, it
is not the case that data speaks for itself. Instead, when algorithms use
data, they do so with a vocabulary, a set of grammar rules and a range of
assumed pragmatic meanings, that are not only socially construed and
subjective, but also contextual (Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015). In
fact, it may be undesirable to eliminate the human element from the
process. Subject matter expertise, intuition and social context are all use-
ful in improving the quality of the decision-making. Similar effects were
observed in relation to credit decisions during the sub-prime crisis of
2007–08, where there was a higher default rate among loans that were
screened automatically than among those where the decision was made,
at least in part, manually (Canhoto & Dibb, 2016). Outside of the fi-
nancial services sector, it has been shown that manual input is essen-
tial to improve the quality of the training datasets to detect COVID-19
in lung images (Ray, 2020). Given the significant scope for human in-
fluence on data analysis, across different types of applications, further
research could explore how different foci and forms of manual interven-
tions impact on machine learning algorithm’s deployment, use and per-
formance.

If the models developed via reinforced machine learning wrongly
deem a certain transaction as suspicious, there is a ‘false positive’ er-
ror, which generates unnecessary work for analysts and inconveniences
the customers. If, on the contrary, the transaction is wrongly deemed
legitimate, there is a ‘false negative’ error, and the financial institution
faces the possibility of criminal prosecution, fines and reputation dam-
age. That is, different classification errors impact on different stakehold-
ers. Given the scale of continued expansion of customer surveillance
by commercial organisations for their own strategic purposes (Zuboff,
2015), or on behalf of governments (Ball et al., 2015), the possibility
of errors and associated consequences is hugely magnified. Yet, by and
large, the cost of those errors are not part of the discussions or calcula-
tions of the cost and benefits of using AI. Further research could concep-
tualise the value of using AI in ways which not only consider the charac-
teristics of these technologies, but also the context where they are used,
and the consequences of their deployment for a broad range of stake-
holders impacted by their use (Newell & Marabelli, 2015), including
the possibility of discrimination and victimisation of certain groups, or
the erosion of privacy.

Our study considered a broad range of contextual features described
in the affordances’ literature, and how they impact on the realisation
of the affordances of AI. In this way, we contributed to the body of
empirical work on the realisation of affordances. In particular, we in-
vestigated the constraining aspect of affordances, which is an area that
tends to be neglected in empirical research (Volkoff & Strong, 2013),
yet is absolutely critical to understand why technology sometimes fail
to meet expectations. We also contributed to the body of work on af-
fordance realisation processes at organisational level. Affordances re-
search often adopts a first-person perspective, focusing on the percep-
tions and actions of individual actors. Yet, as shown by Capra and
Luisi (2014), organisations manifest properties different from those of
the sum of its groups or individuals. However, we acknowledge that
our understanding of the phenomenon would have been more thorough
if we had considered both the organisational and the individual per-
spectives. For instance, we only considered resources at the level of the
organisation, yet the characteristics of individual actors within the or-
ganisation can also have an impact on the realisation of affordances,
namely that the willingness and ability to perceive or realise the affor

dance may be influenced by the individual’s attitudes, skills and previ-
ous experiences (Volkoff & Strong, 2013). For instance, it has been
shown that key decision-makers’ attitudes towards big data influence
how, or indeed whether, the organisation takes advantage of this tech-
nological development (Merendino et al., 2018).

Finally, we responded to calls for investigating not only how AI
is used, but also how algorithms are developed (e.g. Constantiou &
Kallinikos, 2015). We followed the approach recommended by O'Neil
and Schutt (2013), collecting data about the technology itself, as well
as the process and the team in charge of its deployment and use. To
be clear, due to the nature of the application (crime detection and pre-
vention), and the conditions of access to the organisation, it was not
possible to report, in this paper, on certain technical characteristics of
the algorithms deployed by the financial service organisation, such as
the proxy variables or the clustering techniques used. Doing so would
have undermined the organisation’s efforts to detect criminal activity,
and would go against the conditions of access granted for this research.
The inability to report on these aspects limited the technical contribu-
tion from this research. Nonetheless, this paper filled an important gap
previously noticed in the literature on algorithmic decision-making (e.g.
Beer & Burrows, 2013; Newell & Marabelli, 2015). It was very dif-
ficult to secure access to the empirical setting, particularly given the sen-
sitive nature of the application. It required lengthy negotiations, a very
detailed plan for the safe collection and storage of the data collected and
numerous checks and reassurances. Hopefully, other researchers will be
encouraged to use similar research strategies, and other organisations
will facilitate access to their algorithms, because they appreciate the ur-
gency of understanding the social, as well as the technical, dimensions
of this phenomenon.
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